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Let M = {p1, p2, ..., pm} and N = {q1, q2, ..., qn} denote finite sets with m ≤ n,
and let τ : M → N be an injection, i.e. τ(pi) = τ(pj) ⇔ i = j. We define an
injective map pi : {1, 2, ..., m} → {1, 2, ..., n} by
pi(i) = j ⇐⇒ τ(pi) = qj .
Remark. In case m = n, pi : {1, 2, ..., m} → {1, 2, ..., m} is a permutation.
Let now P : RN → RM denote the discrete composition operator, defined by
(Pf)i = fpi(i)
which maps real functions on N to real functions on M (pullback). Because of
|M| = m, and |N | = n, P can be represented by a real m × n matrix which, with
slight abuse of notation, is also denoted by P .
Definition. An m × n− matrix P with m ≤ n generated by an injective map pi :
{1, 2, ..., m} → {1, 2, ..., n} is called a discrete composition matrix.
The aim of the following theory is to present properties of discrete composition
matrices which are useful for the treatment of such matrices in the field of numerical
computation of shape correspondences (see [1]).
Definition. Let P be a real m×n− matrix (m,n ≥ 1). P is called row-permutation-
like, if
1. All matrix elements are 0 or 1
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2. Each row contains at most one 1
It is rather obvious that the matrix P representing a discrete composition oper-
ator, is row-permutation-like. It contains a 1 at the i-th row and the j-th column,
if τ(pi) = qj (which is equivalent to pi(i) = j), and all the other elements of P are
0. In case of m = n, the composition matrix is a permutation matrix, which follows
from the injectivity of pi.
We are now going to present two different characterizations of row-permutation-
like matrices. In the following, f.g denotes the element-wise multiplication of vectors,
and < v,w > the scalar product of a row vector v with a column vector w. diag(f)
denotes the diagonal matrix containing the components of f on the diagonal.
The following result holds for arbitrary m,n ≥ 1. Theorems of this type for more
general composition operators on spaces of measurable functions, can be found in
[2].
Theorem. Let P denote a real matrix of dimension m×n. The following statements
are equivalent.
1. P is row-permutation-like
2. P (f.g) = (Pf).(Pg) for all f, g ∈ Rn
3. Pdiag(f) = diag(Pf)P for all f ∈ Rn
Proof. 2.→ 1.: Let ej , ek denote the j-th and k-th unit vector in R
n, respectively. We
consider two cases, first the case j = k. Let pi,. be an arbitrary row of P; it follows
from 2. that pi,j = p
2
i,j, which shows the first property of a permutation-like matrix,
namely, that pi,j is 0 or 1. This is true for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m and j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Then
assume that j 6= k, which by 2. implies, for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m (i.e., for each row of
P ), 0 = pi,j ∗ pi,k. This implies that no row of P has a 1 at different places (column
indices). Thus P is row-permutation-like.
1.→ 2.: Let p denote an arbitrary row vector of P . Then, by 1., pT is either the
null vector or a unit vector of Rn which implies < p, (f.g) >=< p, f >< p, g >. As
this is true for all rows of P , the assertion of 2. is proven.
2. ↔ 3.: P (f.g) = (Pf).(Pg) for all f, g ∈ Rn is equivalent to Pdiag(f)g =
diag(Pf)Pg for all f, g ∈ Rn, which in turn is equivalent to 3.

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Matrices P generated from discrete composition maps pi : {1, 2, ..., m} → {1, 2, ..., n}
are, as has been said above, row-permutation-like, but not every row-permutation-
like matrix can be generated by such a pi. For example, the null-matrix is row-
permutation-like, and this applies also to a matrices like


1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


which is row-permutation-like but not a discrete composition matrix.
In addition to being row-permutation-like, discrete composition matrices are also
column-permutation-like. This means that a composition matrix P has at most one
1 in each column. This follows from the fact that the map P is generated by a map
pi which cannot send one index i to two different images. (In the example matrix
above, the index 1 is sent to 1 and 2.) Thus we define
Definition. Let P be a real m × n− matrix (m,n ∈ N). P is called column-
permutation-like, if
1. All matrix elements are 0 or 1
2. Each column contains at most one 1
Of course a matrix P is column-permutation-like if and only if its transpose
P T is row-permutation-like. This leads to the following characterization of column-
permutation-like matrices.
Theorem. Let P denote a real matrix of dimension m×n. The following statements
are equivalent.
1. P is column-permutation-like
2. P T (f.g) = (P Tf).(P Tg) for all f, g ∈ Rm
3. diag(f)P = Pdiag(P Tf) for all f ∈ Rm
(3. follows by transposition of P Tdiag(f) = diag(P Tf)P T , which is just property
3. of the characterization of row-permutation-like matrices, applied to P T ). As
we know that every composition matrix P is as well row-permutation-like as also
column-permutation-like, we get the following
Theorem. Let P be an m× n− discrete composition matrix (m ≤ n). Then
1. P (f.g) = (Pf).(Pg) for all f, g ∈ Rn and P T (f.g) = (P Tf).(P Tg for all
f ∈ Rm
2. Pdiag(f) = diag(Pf)P for all f ∈ Rn and diag(f)P = Pdiag(P Tf) for all
f ∈ Rm
The converse of this theorem is not true as can be seen by the following example
of a row- and column-permutation like matrix which is not a discrete composition
matrix (because of the last row of zeros):


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0


This shows that, for a complete characterization of discrete composition matrices,
an additional condition is necessary which guarantees that rank(P ) = m; for example
the condition that all row sums are 1. This then leads to the following
Corollary. An m × n− matrix with m ≤ n is a discrete composition matrix if and
only if the following three conditions are fulfilled:
1. P (f.g) = (Pf).(Pg) for all f, g ∈ Rn and P T (f.g) = (P Tf).(P Tg) for all
f ∈ Rm
2. Pdiag(f) = diag(Pf)P for all f ∈ Rn and diag(f)P = Pdiag(P Tf) for all
f ∈ Rm
3. All row-sums are 1.
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